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ON PRODUCTS OF GENERALIZED GEOMETRIES
RALPH R. GOMEZ AND JANET TALVACCHIA
Abstract. In this paper we address what generalized geometric structures
are possible on products of spaces that each admit generalized geometries. In
particular we consider, first, the product of two odd dimensional spaces that
each admit a generalized almost contact structure, and then subsequently, the
product of an odd dimensional space that admits a generalized almost contact
structure and an even dimensional space that admits a generalized almost
complex structure. We also draw attention to the relationship of the Courant
bracket to the classical notion of normality for almost contact structures.
1. Introduction
The notion of a generalized complex structures, introduced by Hitchin in his
paper [4] and developed by his student Gualtieri [2],[3] is a framework that unifies
both complex and symplectic structures. These structures exist only on even di-
mensional manifolds. The odd dimensional analog of this structure, a generalized
contact structure, was taken up by Vaisman [8],[9] Wade-Poon [6] and Sekiya [7].
This framework unifies almost contact, contact, and cosymplectic structures. In
this paper we consider when products of manifolds that themselves admit general-
ized geometric structures also admit a generalized geometric structure. The main
results of the paper are the following:
Theorem 1. Let M1 and M2 be odd dimensional smooth manifolds each with a
generalized almost contact structures (Φi, E+,i, E−,i), i = 1, 2. Then M1×M2 ad-
mits a generalized almost complex structure J . Further J is a generalized complex
structure if and only if both (Φi, E+,i, E−,i) i = 1, 2 are strong generalized contact
structures and [[E±,i, E∓,i]] = 0.
This result generalizes a classical theorem of Morimoto [5].
The next theorem considers products of odd and even dimensional spaces:
Theorem 2. Let M1 be an odd dimensional smooth manifold with a generalized
almost contact structure (Φ, E+, E−) and let M2 be an even dimensional smooth
manifold with a generalized almost complex structure J . Then M1 ×M2 admits a
generalized almost contact structure Ψ. Further Ψ is a generalized contact structure
if and only if Φ is a generalized contact structure and J is a generalized complex
structure. Ψ is a strong generalized contact structure if and only if Φ is a strong
generalized contact structure and J is a generalized complex structure.
In the last section, we look at the relationship of the condition [[E±,i, E∓,i]] = 0
to the notion of normality for a classical almost contact structure.
Date: October 11,2014.
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2. Background on Generalized Complex Structures and Generalized
Contact Structures
Throughout this paper we letM be a smooth manifold. Consider the big tangent
bundle TM⊕T ∗M . We define a neutral metric on TM⊕T ∗M by 〈X+α, Y +β〉 =
1
2 (β(X)+α(Y )) and the Courant bracket by [[X+α, Y +β]] = [X,Y ]+LXβ−LY α−
1
2d(ιXβ− ιY α) where X,Y ∈ TM and α, β ∈ T ∗M . A subbundle of TM ⊕T ∗M is
said to be involutive if its sections are closed under the Courant bracket.
A generalized almost complex structure on M is an endomorphism J of TM ⊕
T ∗M such that J + J ∗ = 0 and J 2 = −Id. Since J 2 = −Id, J has eigenvalues
±√−1. Let L be the √−1 eigenbundle of J . We say J is a generalized complex
structure (alternately, we say J is integrable) if L is involutive. L is a maximal
isotropic with respect to 〈, 〉. Note that if X+α is a null vector so is J (X+α). By
adding further null vectors and extending out to a maximal isotropic, we see that
maximal isotropics must be even dimensional. Since TM is a maximal isotropic,
we see that M must be even dimensional in order to admit a generalized almost
complex structure.
Example 1. [2] Let (M2n, J) be a complex structure. Then we get an integrable
generalized almost complex structure by setting
J =
( −J 0
0 J∗
)
.
Example 2. [2] Let (M2n, ω) be a symplectic structure. The we get an integrable
generalized almost complex structure by setting
J =
(
0 −ω−1
ω 0
)
.
The analog of this structure for odd dimensional spaces is a generalized almost
contact structure. We use the definition given in [7]. For an odd dimensional mani-
fold M , we define a generalized almost contact structure to be a triple (Φ, E+, E−)
where Φ is an endomorphism of TM ⊕ T ∗M , and E+ and E− are sections of
TM ⊕ T ∗M which satisfy
(1) Φ + Φ∗ = 0
(2) Φ ◦ Φ = −Id+ E+ ⊗ E− + E− ⊗ E+
(3) 〈E±, E±〉 = 0, 2〈E+, E−〉 = 1
Since Φ satisfies Φ3+Φ = 0, we see that Φ has 0 as well as ±√−1 as eigenvalues.
The kernel of Φ is LE+ ⊕ LE− where LE± is the line bundle spanned by E±. Let
E(1,0) be the
√−1 eigenbundle. Let E(0,1) be the −√−1 eigenbundle.
E(1,0) = {X + α−√−1Φ(X + α)|〈E±, X + α〉 = 0}
E(0,1) = {X + α+√−1Φ(X + α)|〈E±, X + α〉 = 0}
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Then we have the complex line bundles
L+ = LE+ ⊕ E(1,0)
and
L− = LE− ⊕ E(1,0)
are maximal isotropics. We say (Φ, E+, E−) is a generalized contact structure
(alternately we say Φ is integrable) if either of L± is involutive. We say (Φ, E+, E−)
is a strong generalized contact structure (alternately we say Φ is strongly integrable)
if both L+ and L− are involutive.
Example 3. [6] Let (φ, ξ, η) be an almost contact structure on a manifold M2n+1.
Then we get a generalized almost contact structure by setting
Φ =
(
φ 0
0 −φ∗
)
, E+ = ξ, E− = η
where (φ∗α)(X) = α(φ(X)), X ∈ TM, α ∈ T ∗M .
Example 4. [6] Let (M2n+1, η) be a contact manifold. Let ξ be the corresponding
Reeb vector field so that
ιξdη = 0 η(ξ) = 1.
Then
ρ(X) := ιXdη − η(X)η
is an isomorphism from the tangent bundle to the cotangent bundle. Define a bivec-
tor field by
pi(α, β) := dη(ρ−1(α), ρ−1(β))
then we get a generalized almost contact structure by setting
Φ =
(
0 pi
dη 0
)
, E+ = η, E− = ξ.
It was shown that this example is not strong.
3. Products of Manifolds Admitting Generalized Structures
If M1 and M2 are odd dimensional manifolds admitting generalized almost con-
tact structures (Φ1, E+,1, E−,1) and (Φ2, E+,2, E−,2) does the even dimensional
manifoldM1×M2 necessarily admit a generalized almost complex structure? If so,
what can be said about its integrability? The classical statement of this question
was resolved in 1963 by Morimoto [5]. He showed that if M1 and M2 are almost
contact manifolds each with an almost contact structure (φi, ξi, ηi), i = 1, 2 then
one can define an almost complex structure on the product M1 ×M2 by
J(X1, X2) = (φ1(X1)− η2(X2)ξ1, φ2(X2) + η1(X1)ξ2)
Moreover, he proved that J is integrable if and only if the almost contact structures
(φi, ξi, ηi), i = 1, 2 are normal. We prove an analog of this theorem in the generalized
setting:
Theorem 1. Let M1 and M2 be odd dimensional manifolds each with a gener-
alized almost contact structure (Φi, E+,i, E−,i), i = 1, 2. Then M1 × M2 ad-
mits a generalized almost complex structure J . Further J is integrable if and
only if both (Φi, E+,i, E−,i) i = 1, 2 are strong generalized contact structures and
[[E±,i, E∓,i]] = 0.
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Before we prove this theorem, we address some technical lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let M be an odd dimensional manifold admitting a generalized almost
contact structure (Φ, E+, E−). Then for any X+α ∈ TM⊕T ∗M , 〈E±,Φ(X+α)〉 =
0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5 in [7], we know that Φ(E±) = 0. Using this together with
(2) we have for any X + α ∈ TM ⊕ T ∗M ,
0 = Φ3(X + α) + Φ(X + α)
= Φ2(Φ(X + α)) + Φ(X + α)
= 〈E+,Φ(X + α)〉E− + 〈E−,Φ(X + α)〉E+.
Having shown 0 = 〈E+,Φ(X +α)〉E−+ 〈E−,Φ(X +α)〉E+, we conclude that both
terms vanish since E+ and E− are independent everywhere.

Lemma 2. Let (M,Φ, E+, E−) be a generalized almost contact structure. Then Φ
is strong if and only if [[L+, E(1,0)]] ⊂ E(1,0) and [[L−, E(1,0)]] ⊂ E(1,0).
Proof. Assume Φ is strong. Let X + α + r1E+ ∈ L+ where X + α ∈ E(1,0) and
r1 is any real-valued function. Let Y + β ∈ E(1,0). Then, since Φ is strong,
[[X + α + r1E+, Y + β]] = W + ρ + r2E+ for some W + ρ ∈ E(1,0) and r2 is any
real-valued function. Thus
Φ([[X + α+ r1E+, Y + β]]) = Φ(W + ρ+ r2E+) =
√−1(W + ρ) ∈ E(1,0).
and
Φ2([[X + α+ r1E+, Y + β]]) = Φ(
√−1(W + ρ)) = −(W + ρ) ∈ E(1,0).
But we also have that
Φ2([[X + α+ r1E+, Y + β]]) =− [[X + α+ r1E+, Y + β]]
+ E+ ⊗ E−([[X + α+ r1E+, Y + β]])
+ E− ⊗ E+([[X + α+ r1E+, Y + β]]).
Thus
E+ ⊗ E−([[X + α+ r1E+, Y + β]]) = 0
and− [[X + α+ r1E+, Y + β]] + (E− ⊗ E+)([[X + α+ r1E+, Y + β]]) ∈ E(1,0).
Thus −(W + ρ+ r2E+)+ < E−,W + ρ+ r2E+ > E+ ∈ E(1,0).
Hence −(W +ρ)− 12r2E+ ∈ E(1,0). This implies r2 = 0 and [[X+α+ r1E+, Y +
β]] ∈ E(1,0) as desired.
A similar argument shows [[L−, E(1,0)]] ⊂ E(1,0).
For the other direction, the assumptions [[L+, E(1,0)]] ⊂ E(1,0) and [[L−, E(1,0)]] ⊂
E(1,0) clearly imply Φ is strong.

We list here a criterion for integrability (see [2],[8]) that will be used in the proof
of Theorem 1:
Given a generalized almost complex structure (M,J ), for X + α and Y + β ∈
TM ⊕T ∗M , we define the Courant-Nijenhuis tensor NJ (X +α, Y +β) = [[J (X +
α),J (Y +β)]]−J ([[X+α,J (Y +β)]])−J ([[J (X+α), Y +β]])+J 2([[X+α, Y +β]]).
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We say that J is integrable if NJ = 0 for all sections of TM ⊕ T ∗M [8].
Let us now return to Theorem 1:
Proof of Theorem 1. We begin by remarking that T (M1 ×M2) ⊕ T ∗(M1 ×M2) ≈
(TM1 ⊕ T ∗M1)⊕ (TM2 ⊕ T ∗M2). From the generalized almost contact structures
on M1 and M2 we can define a generalized almost contact structure J on M1×M2
by
J (X1 + α1, X2 + α2) =(Φ1(X1 + α1)− 2〈E+,2, X2 + α2〉E+,1 − 2〈E−,2, X2 + α2〉E−,1,
Φ2(X2 + α2) + 2〈E+,1, X1 + α1〉E+,2 + 2〈E−,1, X1 + α1〉E−,2).
Using Lemma 1, and the observation from [7] that Φ(E±) = 0 for any gener-
alized almost contact structure (Φ, E+, E−) as well as equations (2) and (3), it is
straightforward to compute J 2 = −Id and J + J ∗ = 0.
We see from considering the eigenvalue condition with the explicit formula for
J given above that the √−1 eigenbundle of J is generated by
(E
(1,0)
1 , 0)
(0, E
(1,0)
2 )
(E−,1,−
√−1E+,2)
(E+,1,−
√−1E−,2).
Assume (M1 ×M2,J ) is integrable. To show Φ1 is strong, we must show that
L+1 and L
−
1 are closed under the Courant bracket. Since
√−1 eigenbundle of J is
closed under the Courant bracket we have that
[[(E
(1,0)
1 , 0), (E
(1,0)
1 , 0)]] = ([[E
(1,0)
1 , E
(1,0)
1 ]], 0) ⊂ (E(1,0)1 , 0)
so that [[E
(1,0)
1 , E
(1,0)
1 ]] ⊂ E(1,0)1 . Also,
[[(E
(1,0)
1 , 0), (E+,1,−
√−1E−,2)]] = ([[E(1,0)1 , E+,1]], 0) ⊂ (E(1,0)1 , 0)
so that [[E
(1,0)
1 , E+,1]] ⊂ E(1,0)1 . Furthermore, it is clear that [[LE±,i , LE±,i ]] ⊆
LE±,i. Therefore, L
+
1 is closed. Finally, to argue that L
−
1 is closed it suffices to
note that
[[(E
(1,0)
1 , 0), (E−,1,−
√−1E+,2)]] = ([[E(1,0)1 , E−,1]], 0) ⊂ (E(1,0)1 , 0)
obtaining [[E
(1,0)
1 , E−,1]] ⊂ E(1,0)1 . Hence Φ1 is strong.
A similar argument using (0, E
(1,0)
2 ), (E+,1,−
√−1E−,2), and (E−,1,−
√−1E+,2)
shows that Φ2 is strong.
To show [[E±,i, E∓,i]] = 0, recall that J integrable impliesNJ = 0. In particular.
(0, 0) = NJ ((E+,1, 0), (E−,1, 0)) = (−[[E+,1, E−,1]], [[E+,2, E−,2]]).
Thus [[E+,1, E−,1]] = 0 and [[E+,2, E−,2]] = 0.
To prove the other direction, we assume Φ1 and Φ2 are strong and [[E±,i, E∓,i]] =
0. We show (M1×M2,J ) is an integrable generalized complex structure by showing
that the generators of the
√−1-eigenbundle of J are closed under the Courant
bracket. First, observe that we have
[[(E
(1,0)
1 , 0), (E
(1,0)
1 , 0)]] = ([[E
(1,0)
1 , E
(1,0)
1 ]], 0) ⊂ (E(1,0)1 , 0)
by Lemma 2.
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Similarly,
[[(E
(1,0)
1 , 0), (E±,1,−
√−1E∓,2)]] = ([[E(1,0)1 , E±,1]], 0) ⊂ (E(1,0)1 , 0)
and
[[(0, E
(1,0)
2 ), (0, E
(1,0)
2 )]] = (0, [[E
(1,0)
2 , E
(1,0)
2 ]]) ⊂ (0, E(1,0)2 ).
Furthermore,
[[(0, E
(1,0)
2 ), (E±,1,−
√−1E∓,2)]] = (0, [[E(1,0)2 ,−
√−1E∓,2]]) ⊂ (0, E(1,0)2 ).
Since [[E±,i, E∓,i]] = 0, it is straightforward to compute that
[[(E+,1,−
√−1E−,2), (E−,1,−
√−1E+2)]] = (0, 0).
Lastly, by direct computation
[[(E
(1,0)
1 , 0), (0, E
(1,0)
2 )]] ⊆ (E(1,0)1 , 0)⊕ (0, E(1,0)2 )

IfM1 is an odd dimensional manifold with a generalized almost contact structure
(Φ, E+, E−) and M2 and even dimensional manifold admitting a generalized com-
plex structure J then we can ask if its odd dimensional product M1 ×M2 admits
a generalized almost contact structure and, if it does, what one can say about its
integrability. We answer this question in the following:
Theorem 2. Let M1 be an odd dimensional manifold with a generalized almost
contact structure (Φ, E+, E−). Let M2 be an even dimensional manifold with a
generalized almost complex structure J . Then M1×M2 admits a generalized almost
contact structure, Ψ. Further Ψ is a generalized contact structure if and only if Φ
is a generalized contact structure and J is a generalized complex structure. Ψ is a
strong generalized contact structure if and only if Φ is a strong generalized contact
structure and J is a generalized complex structure.
Proof. Again we note that T (M1×M2)⊕T ∗(M1×M2) ≈ (TM1⊕T ∗M1)⊕(TM2⊕
T ∗M2). Define an automorphism Ψ on (TM1 ⊕ T ∗M1)⊕ (TM2 ⊕ T ∗M2) by
Ψ(X1 + α1, X2 + α2) = Φ(X1 + α1) + J (X2 + α2)
for X1 +α1 ∈ TM1⊕ T ∗M1 and X2 +α2 ∈ TM2⊕ T ∗M2. We use the sections E+
and E− from the generalized almost contact data on M1 to construct the needed
sections on M1 ×M2.
Let E+ ∈ Γ(TM1⊕ T ∗M1) be given by X++α+ and let E− ∈ Γ(TM1⊕T ∗M1)
be given by X− + α−.
Define
EM1×M2+ = (ιq)∗(X+) + pi
∗α+
and
EM1×M2− = (ιq)∗(X−) + pi
∗α−
where ιq = (p, q) is the standard inclusion map ι :M1 →M1×M2 and pi(p, q) = p is
the standard projection, pi :M1×M2 →M1. Then it is straightforward to compute
that
Ψ + Ψ∗ = 0
Ψ2 = −Id+ EM1×M2+ ⊗ EM1×M2− + EM1×M2− ⊗ EM1×M2+
〈EM1×M2± , EM1×M2± 〉 = 0
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2〈EM1×M2+ , EM1×M2− 〉 = 1
Thus (Ψ, EM1×M2+ , E
M1×M2
− ) forms a generalized almost contact structure on M1×
M2.
The
√−1 eigenbundle of Ψ is E(1,0) ⊕ L where E(1,0) is the √−1 eigenbundle
of Φ and L is the
√−1 eigenbundle of J . The line bundle spanned by EM1×M2+ ,
L
E
M1×M2
+
, is isomorphic to LE+ . Similarly, LEM1×M2
−
is isomorphic to LE− . So one
of
L±M1×M2 = LEM1×M2
±
+ E(1,0) + L
≈ L±M1 + L
is Courant involutive if and only if Φ is a generalized contact structure and J is a
generalized complex structure. Both L+M1×M2 and L
−
M1×M2
are Courant involutive
if and only if Φ is a strong generalized contact structure and J is a generalized
complex structure. 
4. Normal Almost Contact Structures and a Geometric
Interpretation of [[E+, E−]] = 0.
Given a classical almost contact structure (φ, ξ, η) on an odd dimensional man-
ifold M2n+1, one can construct an almost complex structure J on M × R (see
[1])
J(X, f
∂
∂t
) = (φ(X)− fξ, η(X) ∂
∂t
)
whereX is a vector field onM , t is the coordinate on R and f is a C∞ function. If J
is integrable we say the almost contact structure (φ, ξ, η) is normal. Let’s consider
this situation in the generalized geometry context:
We associate a generalized almost contact structure Φ =
(
φ 0
0 −φ∗
)
, E+ =
ξ, E− = η to the classical almost contact structure on M as in Example 3.
The real line R has a standard classical almost contact structure (φR = 0,
∂
∂t
, dt).
Associate to it a generalized almost contact structure ΦR, E+,R = dt,E−,R =
∂
∂t
.
Using Theorem 1, we get a generalized almost complex structure on M × R that
corresponds to the classical almost complex structure J onM×R given above. The
integrability of J and J are determined by whether Φ is strong and the bracket
condition [[E+, E−]] = 0. These conditions reduce to the classical conditions for
normality of the almost contact structure written in terms of φ, ξ, and η. (See [1])
[φ, φ](X,Y ) + 2dη(X,Y )ξ = 0
(LφXη)(Y )− LφY η(X) = 0
Lξφ(X) = 0
Lξη(X) = 0
where X and Y are vector fields on M . In particular the condition [[E+, E−]] = 0
corresponds to the equation Lξη = 0. This provides an opening for a more geometric
understanding of the Courant bracket.
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